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 As another season of Epiphany winds down today, we can certainly look back and say there 

have been a number of unusual journeys taken. Every year, the season of Epiphany begins with the 

festival of Epiphany celebrated on January 6th. This is a festival that brings to the fore the magi; 

mysterious figures, perhaps magicians or gypsies, who leave their country on a whim; because they 

believe the stars have spoken to them. If we knew the magi today, would we find their trust in stars odd 

or normal? With astronomy now considered to be a fool’s errand, the bottom line is we’d find the magi’s 

behavior odd. Maybe even nutsy. The same can be said for some others we’ve met this Epiphany. 

When I was growing up, I was told to never get into the car with a stranger. Well guess what! This past 

Epiphany we’ve witnessed more than one person drop everything to follow after a perfect stranger 

named Jesus; sometimes responding to the command to follow; on another occasion responding to the 

command to come and see. Is this also odd? Maybe even a bit nutsy? I’d sure say so. What a long and 

strange trip this season of Epiphany has been. It reminds me of an individual I once knew named Louis.  

 To most people, Louis wasn’t Louis. He was Nutsy and here’s why. When he was a young man, 

perhaps because the pickings were slim at home, Louis had decided to hop trains all the way to New 

York City in order to visit a sister who resided there. Featuring the hopping of trains for hundreds of 

miles in order to be successful, this was already a nutsy venture. What made it even nutsier was that 

Louis didn’t know where his sister lived and she didn’t know he was coming; at a time when most people 

didn’t have phones in their home, much less the ability to send to and to receive texts and emails. Do 

you see now why Louis got to be known as “Nutsy” Allen? I suspect you can. But Louis did manage to 

find his sister in New York City, as the magi found Jesus in far off Bethlehem. I guess not all nutsy 
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endeavors and pursuits are as nutsy as me might think. I guess St. Paul was on to something when in 

one of this season of Epiphany’s many readings from 1st Corinthians, we heard him assert that the 

foolishness of God is wiser than human wisdom and the weakness of God is stronger than human 

strength. For the Christian, being called nutsy can in fact be a badge of honor; a mark of faithfulness. 

A little closer to home, I think of one of the people I’ve been blessed to meet since moving to Arizona. 

 This is someone who along with his wife fostered one hundred and thirty-three children; adopting 

two. I also think of a local pastor I’ve met who adopted two, sickly, developmentally scarred children 

who have now passed away. These are people the world would be quick to call “nutsy,” if not out and 

out “nuts.” But what about Jesus? It’s his judgment which is final and I think the odds are high that 

Jesus might very well say to our siblings in Christ, “Job well done, good and faithful servants.” As the 

second half of Matthew chapter twenty-five makes abundantly clear, Jesus wants us to travel in the 

direction of the lost, the lonely, and the in-between with compassion, kindness, and love the world 

would likely call “nutsy.” And let’s face it. Thanks to issues of aging and death, there are many here in 

Sun City who are lonely, who are lost, who are in-between an old normal and a new normal. May the 

Holy Spirit lead us to be with them as often as possible. But as I express that hope, can we be with and 

for the lost, the lonely, and the in-between and at the same time still answer another call of Scripture; 

the call to rejoice, not just once in a while, but always? 

When we have such questions, when we’re evaluating the utility of a particular journey, it’s 

always best to turn to Jesus for clarity, as we also seek the counsel of our brothers and sisters in Christ. 

In part, this is what our reading from Matthew is about. It’s a reading that begins with a journey. Peter 

follows Jesus up a mountain. Having once followed a bunch of energetic, seventh and eighth graders 

up a mountain at church camp, I can tell you that this can be a nutsy enterprise. In my case, I was out 

of breath and drenched with sweat before I knew it. But nutsy or not, Peter follows Jesus up a mountain 

and ultimately follows Jesus off the same mountain. But in between, Peter stops following and starts 

directing. He’s no longer listening to Jesus. He’s telling Jesus what to do and without the input of James 
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and John, as far as we can tell. It’s why when we find ourselves questioning the faithfulness and utility 

of our faith practices and our faith journey, we want to turn to Jesus and our brothers and sisters in 

Christ for counsel. If we’re being nuts rather than just nutsy in the eyes of the world, the truth will 

eventually come out. And as to whether we can travel in the direction of the lost, the lonely, and the in-

between and still remain joyful, I know Jesus and more than one member of the Christian community 

will tell us that we can. 

With respect to Jesus, today we celebrate holy communion in obedience to his command. Not 

to be lost here is that the same Jesus who calls us to celebrate holy communion also calls us in the 

direction of the lost, the lonely, and the in-between. This is significant because in addition to being 

called The Lord’s Supper, holy communion is also called The Eucharist. This word “eucharist” is right 

there in the original Greek of the New Testament. And do you know what it means? In English, “The 

Eucharist” means “The Thanksgiving.” Calling us to “The Eucharist” as often as he calls us to the lost, 

the lonely, and the in-between, Jesus says that we can be with the lost, the lonely, and the in-between 

and still be thankful; still be full of joy and ready to rejoice; still be ready to lift up our hearts and to give 

praise to the Lord our God. And here’s why that is, in my opinion. It’s only when you push faith to the 

limit, it’s only when faith leads you to do things the world is ready to label “nutsy,” that you’ll learn just 

how powerful faith is; just what a gift the Holy Spirit has given us in our faith. And here too, my short 

time here at American Lutheran Church has already reminded me of this. 

Twice now, I’ve been blessed to meet a sister in Christ who’s battling ALS; the illness more often 

called Lou Gehrig’s Disease. As far as too much of the world is concerned, two encounters with those 

suffering with such a degenerative disease would be two too many. But not me. Our sister has more 

life in her eyes than many who are completely healthy. Twice now I’ve seen our sister smile with eyes 

and with her mouth as much as she can. This doesn’t mean she wears Teflon that shakes her free from 

every difficult moment, but it does mean the power of faith and the value of faith shines through her big 

time. She’s a reason to give thanks. She’s a reason to keep coming to church where more so than in 
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any other place the Holy Spirit gives us faith as we gather together and around God’s word and God’s 

sacraments. And while I’m speaking of those with ALS, I also think of man named Gilbert who once 

connected and disconnected railroad cars for a living. His forearms were as big as the legs of an 

elephant, but much of his physical strength was gone thanks to ALS. And yet, his heart—it still raged 

like a lion. When Gilbert’s wife was herself gravely ill, I was blessed to see Gilbert move heaven and 

earth to get into bed with Marion so that he could console the one he had vowed to love until death did 

them part. Here was one who was lost and lonely and in-between himself not looking to receive, but to 

give to others who were lost and lonely and in-between themselves. Gilbert too was an example of how 

on point the Bible is when it says that power is made perfect in weakness. For when it rises up and out 

of weakness, faith proves just how powerful it is and gives us reason after reason to give thanks for it. 

And so, with both Jesus and me and many others saying it’s possible, let’s go forth this week and 

rediscover this truth if we’ve forgotten it. Let’s rediscover or just affirm that we can go where Jesus 

would have us go, that we can spend significant time with the lost, the lonely, and the in-between and 

still be joyful. Amen!  

 


